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Transformation of the solutions of the Maxwell equations 
on a Lorentzian manifold by means of a certain 
class of diffeomorphisms 

Marih Feckoa) 
Department of Theoretical Physics, Comenius University, 84215 Bratislava, Slovakia 

(Received 26 May 1994; accepted for publication 19 October 1994) 

Poincard invariance of the Maxwell equations in Minkowski space enables one to 
generate in a usual way new solutions (corresponding to new sources) from a given 
one by means of the pullback operation. A method is proposed generalizing this to 
a wider class of diffeomorphisms f:M + A4 of a Lorentzian manifold (M,g). It 
results in the simple explicit formulas for obtaining the new field F* and its source 
jr from a given pair (F,j). Some applications, e.g., a uniformly rotating or radially 
pulsating source, are presented. 0 1995 American Institute of Physics. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Let E(r), B(r)=0 represent the electric and magnetic field vectors, respectively, generated by 
a static charge density p(r) in Minkowski space (M, 7). Then it is clear that the fields generated 
by the shifted source p(r-rO) are E(r-rO), B(r-r&O. This is a consequence of the Poincare 
invariance of the Maxwell equations, expressed technically by the transformation rule 

Fpv(x) H AzhtF,p(Ax+a), 

j,(x) H h>j’,(Ax+a) (2) 

or in the language of differential forms 

F I+ f’F, (1’) 

j I--, f*j, (2’) 

when a diffeomorphism of the Minkowski space given in the standard Cartesian coordinates by 

(general Poincare transformation) is performed [in the above mentioned case A= 1, ap=(O,-r,,)]. 
Thus there is a simple algorithm (pullback operation) for computing the source and the corre- 
sponding field for the new situation from those for the old one (i.e., transformation of solution- 
not solving the Maxwell equations once more). 

Imagine, now, that the originally static source p(r) rotates uniformly with the (constant) 
angular velocity o. The new source term in Maxwell equations contains a nonzero three-current, 
too 0” + 0 in cylindrical or spherical polar coordinates). Is it still possible to transform the 
original electrostatic solution to the solution of the new problem? It may seem one can proceed as 
follows: take the point of view of a comoving (rotating) observer. Since he sees just our original 
source, he can use our original solution (E # 0, B=O) and it suffices to transform it back accord- 
ing to the (once more pullback F H f *F) rule 
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Mariin Fecko: Transformation of the solutions of the Maxwell equations 7799 

&‘a dx’fl 
F,,(x) - - - F&‘) dxfi &xv (3) 

valid for a general coordinate transformation. Note, however, that the geometry of the space-time 
is not Minkowskian for the rotating observer (cf. Sec. IV C for u = 0) and that is why he cannot 
use OUT electrostatic solution. Thus the strategy used in the first example does not work, here. 

In what follows we propose a method for obtaining a new pair (F*,j*) from the original one 
(F,j) using a diffeomorphism f :h4 --+ M of a Lorentzian manifold (M,g). The pullback f * is 
replaced by a more general operator on differential forms if [defined in Eq. (lo)]. It reduces to f * 
for isometries of (M,g) and reproduces standard results for the conformal transformations as well. 
The method can be used sometimes, however, for more general transformations f than for con- 
formal ones (cf. Sec. IV C, where a special rotating source is discussed, or Sec. IV D-radially 
pulsating source). 

II. (F’, j3 FROM ( F,J~ 

Let 

f:M + M 

be a diffeomorphism of a Lorentzian manifold (M ,g) with orientation. Applying the pullback f * 
to the Maxwell equations’v2 

d*,F= -4r**j, (4) 

dF=O (5) 

and making use of the formulas 

f’d=df”, (6) 

f**g= t*f*gf* (7) 

(see Appendix A) one obtains 

d*f*g(f*F)= -4r***,f*j, 

d(f”F)=O. 

This shows that f * F is the field generated by f * j, but (unfortunately) on the manifold (M,f *g) 
rather than (M,g). Only in the case, when 

f*g=gv (8) 

i.e., when f is an isometry of (M,g), does the field f * F correspond to f *j on (M,g). [This is the 
reason why the method discussed in the Sec. I failed: the map f corresponding to the passing to 
the rotating observer frame of reference is not the isometry of the Minkowski space (M, v), 
f*rl + ??I* 

Let us restrict now to Eq. (4) for a moment. Applying f* and inserting the identity operator 
( - l)cp+‘)*s*p (when acting on p-forms) one comes to 

Define the operator on differential forms on M 
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1200 Mariin Fecko: Transformation of the solutions of the Maxwell equations 

if:yyM) -+ fiP(M) 

by 

Then Eq. (9) reads 

2f=:( - l)p+‘*gf**g. (10) 

d*,Ff= -4rr*gjf (11) 

and shows that if F is the solution of Eq. (4) corresponding to the source j then for any diffeo- 
morphism f:M --) M, F*=k*F is the solution of Eq. (4), too, corresponding to the source 
j*-ifj [the continuity equation for jf is guaranteed due to the structure of Eq. (ll)]. 

Equation (5) was ignored, however. In fact it is not fulfilled by F* in general and one has to 
restrict the choice off to the class of diffeomorphisms for which 

dF*=O (12) 

does hold (it is an equation relating F,f, and g). Fortunately, examples show that this class is 
wider than well-known conformal transformations (in particular isometries) of (M,g). 

III. OTHER EXPRESSIONS FOR THE OPERATOR ii’ 

It may be useful for some computations to know other expressions for the crucial operator l?* 
given by Eq. (lo), too. 

According to Eq. (7) one has 

if+- l)P+’ *gf**g= ?(- l)P+l*g*f*sf* 

and the formula (Appendix B) 

m *g*h=sgn g( - l)(“+l)p - 
m bgtth 

(13) 

(where #, , b, are the raising and lowering of all indices operations respectively) leads to (sgn g 
= - 1, n = 4 for Lorentzian manifold) 

if= ti!i% bg#f*gf* 
m 

or (cf. Appendix B) for the components with respect to a basis e/* 

where 

i.e., 

(14) 
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Ff=ifF= + d& i .Bif.B~(f*F),pep~e’= t ; (f*F),$=A@, (15) 

(16) 

where 

P= :L%~e’. (17) 

Thus one way of performing the if operation consists of the following steps: 

y, 
compute f*F, f*j, 
compute %‘f: and @‘ according to Eqs. (14), (17), 

ii? 
replace eP H c?? in eP basis expansion off “F, f * j, 
multiply the result by the factor C l/J=. 

This makes sense especially in the case when det B= 1 and f *F = F, f * j = j [often, however, the 
direct use of Eq. (10) may prove equally efficient]. 

IV. EXAMPLES 

In this section we apply the method of Sec. II first to isometries and conformal transforma- 
tions, reproducing standard results.3 Then two simple applications follow in which the method 
works [i.e., IQ. (12) holds] though the diffeomorphisms used are not conformal transformations of 
(Mpg). 

A. lsometrles 

If f is an isometry of (M,g), i.e., Eq. (8) holds, then Eqs. (7) and (10) result in 

if= *f** 

Thus F* = f * F corresponds to j* = f *j [in particular the right-hand sides of Eqs. (1) and (2) for 
g= 71. Due to Eq. (6), Eq. (12) does hold. 

B. Conformal transformations 

Let 

f*g=flg 

for some function cr: M --f R. Then 

and 

Thus F* = f * F, j* = o-f * j are the new solutions (cf. Ref. 3) generated by the conformal transfor- 
mation f [Eq. (12) does hold since F* is again only a pullback of the closed form F]. 
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1202 Mariin Fecko: Transformation of the solutions of the Maxwell equations 

C. Helix motion of an infinite charged cylinder in Minkowski space 

Let us have a purely electrostatic source 

j=p(r)dt 

depending only on the coordinate r in cylindrical coordinates (t,r,cp,z) in Minkowski space (e.g., 
an infinite charged cylinder). The field generated by j is a radial electrostatic field 

F=E( r)dtAdr=E( r)e’Ae’, 

where the usual orthonormal basis 

e’=dt, e’=dr, eQ=r dcp, ez=dz 

was used [Eq. (4) gives then r- ‘( rE) ’ =div E=4rrp; Eq. (5) is satisfied]. Take a diffeomorphism 
given in the cylindrical coordinates by 

f:(t,r,cp,z) * (t,r,cp-ot,z-ut) 

[note that it is not a conformal transformation of (M, v)]. Then 

f*e’P=ecP-oreO, f*ez=ez-ueo 

(the rest being unchanged) and we obtain 

Ff~~fF=-*gf**gF=-*gf*(E(r)*g(eor\er))=E(r)*gf*e~~f*eZ 

=E(r)*g(e~~eZ-wreo~eZ-ue~~eo)=F+wrE(r)e’~e’P+uE(r)e’~eZ, 

jf~rifj=*gf**,(p(r)eo)=p(r)*,(f*e’Af*e’PAf*eZ)=j-orp(r)e’P-up(r)ez. 

so 

Ff=F+wrE(r)e’Ae+‘+uE(r)e’AeZ, jf=j-orp(r)e’-up(r)ez. 

One verifies easily that dF* = 0 holds. Thus a new solution was generated. The new source has the 
components 

(j*)ll,(p(r),O,wrp(r),vp(r)) 

(with respect to the dual orthonormal basis e, , e, , e+,, e,) and the new electromagnetic field has 
the nonzero components 

E’=E(r), BZ=-tit-E(r), Bq=uE(r), 

[magnetostatic field B=(-wrE(r))e,+(uE(r))e, is present in addition to the original electro- 
static one]. 

D. Radial motion of a spherically symmetric source 

Let us have a spherically symmetric electrostatic source, i.e., 

j=p(r)dt, 

expressed using the spherical polar coordinates (1,1,8,(p) in Minkowski space. The field gener- 
ated by this j is 
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F= E( r)dt/\dr= E( r)e’Ae’. 

Here the orthonormal basis 

eO=dt 9 er=dr, e*=r d6 ? eq=r sin 6 dcp 

is used (note the different meaning of “r” here and in Sec. IV C). 
Consider now a diffeomorphism 

f:(t,r,a,ip) - (t,eq(r,r)r,8,(p), 

where V(t,r) is an arbitrary function (e’ * 1s not to be confused with any of the basis covectors). 
Since 

f*eO=eO, f*e’=ey[( 1 +r*‘)e’+r*e”], 

f*e9=eBe6, f*eQ=e*eQ 

(*=a,*, 9’=d,?), we have 

where 

Ef(r,t)=e 2%dE(e~(‘4.)e (18) 

Thus a new solution was generated (note that dF* = 0), represented by a time-dependent radial 
electric field. 

[Since E(r) = Qrw2 outside the source, Eq. (18) reveals that the same holds for the new 
solution: in the region outside the new source, which depends, however, on time, the new electric 
field is still static, viz., E*(r,t)= Qre2.] 

The source jr is 

jf=*gf**g(p(r)eo)=*gf*(p(r)e’Ae8AeQ)=e3’p(eyr)[( 1 +r*‘)e”+r7irer]=~e0+jfe’, 

where 

d(t,r)~e3~(t,r)p(eP(r,r)r)(l +rU”(t,r)), 

j~(t,r)=e3y’c’~r)p(evl(‘*‘)r)r+(t,r). 

Thus the new source contains the r-component of the three-current in addition to the (now 
time-dependent in general) charge density. 

V. THE CHARGE Q’GIVEN BY j’ 

The total charge Q corresponding to the four-current j is given by 

with X being a three-dimensional spacelike hypersurface in M (e.g., t=const in Minkowski 
space). Then 
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1204 Mariin Fecko: Transformation of the solutions of the Maxwell equations 

Q*=:l, *gjf= lx *g*sf**gj= I, f**,j= I,,I, *g.i. 

If f(Z) happens to be homological to 2, i.e., 

f(C)=I:+cm 

for some four-dimensional domain R [in particular if f(C) =z-this is the case, e.g., in Sets. 
IV C, IV D], then Q* = Q, since 

due to the continuity equation degj = 0 for j. 

VI. INFINITESIMAL TRANSFORMATIONS 

Let f,, be a one-parameter group of diffeomorphisms generated by a vector field 5. We want 
to determine those .$ for which the corresponding injinitesimal transformation f .( 0 < EQ 1) gen- 
erates F, = Ffe = kf,F which satisfies Eq. (5) [and thus both Maxwell equations (4) and (S)]. 
The expressions of Sec. III simplify in the following way: since frg = g + d%~g + ***** a, one 
has 

~~=:(fTg)““gvp=S;f-E7~+“’ , 

where the deformation tensor rP, is defined as 

qLv=:W&v. 

Then x/- = 1 - &$ + * .f * * * and inserting this in Eq. (15) results in 

F,=F+E(~~~F-~‘)F+~*F)+... , 

where 

( T(I)F)+~= : $F,,+ 7;FCLm. 

Then the requirement dF,=O is equivalent to 

or in (coordinate basis) components 

(19) 

&W*P F t CLprUa,,+4F,,r~,,+4Fn,,,r~>=0. 

This is an equation relating 6, g (through T) and F. For example, in the case of conformal 
transformations <= +(x)S~ for some Ic, and one readily verifies that for any F Eq. (19) is 
satisfied (in particular 7=0 for isometries, for which it is clearly the case). 

In example IV C ~=c,td,++c,tfJ,, gpv= vpv, F,, has a single nonzero component F,, (r) 
and one verifies that Eq. (19) is satisfied, too. 
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VII. CONCLUSION 

The message of this article is a simple observation, that if F is a solution of the Maxwell 
equations (4) and (5) on a Lorentzian manifold (M,g) generated by the source j, then for any 
diffeomorphism f: M  + M. 

is a solution of Eq. (4) with the source term 

In order to generate new solutions of the whole system (4), (5), one has to restrict the class of the 
diffeomorphisms to those for which dF* =0 holds. 

For the conformal transformations (in particular isometries) of (M,g), F* reduces to f *F and 
consequently dF* = 0 does hold independently, of the original solution F (j* is then crf * j, u being 
given by f*g= ag; in particular (+=l for isometries). 

In general the equation dF* = 0 is an equation relating g , f, and F (or, implicitly, j). It restricts 
one member of the triplet when the other two are fixed, e.g., restricts f for given g, F (which class 
of diffeomorphisms can be used for a given field), or restricts F for given f, g [which fields can 
be used as the original solution for a given class of diffeomorphisms-e.g., which fields of 
uniformly rotating sources can be obtained by this method from the fields of static sources; there 
are no restrictions if f is a conformal transformation of (M,g)]. 

APPENDIX A: A PROOF OF EQUATION (7) 

Let M  be a pseudo-Riemanian manifold (M,g) with orientation, e, orthonormal right-handed 
local field of frames, e“ its dual, i.e., 

(Al) 

de a  ,..., eb)= + E,...~, 642) 

with o being the metric and orientation-compatible volume form and E the Levi-Civita symbol. 
By definition 

1 
*,(@A- * *f/eb) = ~ tn-p)! $a*-*77bPe,...p =... decA+-*Aed, 

Then if 

f:M --+ M  

is a diffeomorphism, one obtains 

1 
f**g(eaA...Aeb)= - aa* (n-p)! ’ - * vbpC,...p =... dEC//* * *AEd, 

Ea=:f*ea. 

The dual frame E, is orthonormal with respect to f*g 

(f*g)(Ea,Eb)=g(fJ* ea9fJ*eb)=g(ea ,eb)=%b 

C-43) 

644) 

645) 

646) 
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but it may be not right handed (depending on whether f does or does not preserve the orientation 
on M) 

4-k ,..., E,J= f E,...b. 647) 

ThUS 

so that 

which is Eq. (7). 

(A@ 

APPENDIX B: A PROOF OF EQUATIONS (13), (15), AND (16) 

Equation (13) is a generalization of the well-known formula 

*B*g= sgn g( - I)(“+ *)P 031) 

to the case of the two possibly different metric tensors g and h on M, where $I 8 , b s are the raising 
and lowering of all indices operations, respectively, and lgl, Ihl are (the absolute values of) the 
determinants of the matrices gij, hij . The proof of Eq. (13) consists of a straightforward modifi- 
cation of the standard one for Eq. (Bl). Let (Y be a p-form. Then 

=& ( ttgo,)a”.8i..‘j(*h,),...B 

=(w g>(- lPep) 
(n-p)!p! 

E, 
. . . pP..S 

.a...fii...j g ($ha)f..‘s 

=sgn g(- ~)P(“-P) J!lJ (gha)i...i. 

Thus 

Now 

where 

*s*h=sgn g( - l)P(“+‘) $ b,$i,, . 

( b,lfhLY)i...j=girr”‘gjbhak”‘hb’a,...,=~”’~jak...r, 

032) 

c%$= : hkag,i @3) 
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and 

Thus 

.%+‘.$(Y,...b 

or 

*,*ha=+ en g ‘-jg’ a,...bk?‘A’ “r\@, 

where 

Finally 

iF= :*e’. 

hf~=-+(-l)“P+l sgng L ’ 
P! l/m 

(f*OL)i...j@A*“AH 

or, in particular, for space-time (sgn g = - 1 ,n = 4) 

ifa= 2’ 1 

P! &Giq 
(f*a)i...j~A.“A~, 

which is used in Eqs. (15) and (16). 
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